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Ready To Make A Will Yet?

Will your family be covered financially after you have gone? Peace of mind is a wonderful feeling.




Let's Get Started














Make A Will – Professionally Written

Simple 3 step will making process which begins with an online form taking less than a minute to complete.














Fill in Online Form (30 seconds)

Supply a few details to help us tailor your will enquiry to provide you with a bespoke quote. It takes less than a minute.








Step 1









Speak with Local Advisor

A trusted and local will advisor will be in touch to talk you through some options specific to your circumstances








Step 2









Your Bespoke Will is Written

Your will will be created after advising on the options available to you. Professionally written and specific to your circumstances.








Step 3








Make A Professionally Written Will
We work with experienced and professional estate planners and will writers who will help to maximise your Tax position. Using a Professional Will Writer will help you to get the best result at a more affordable price.



Take The First Step
















Bespoke Wills Professionally Written














Single / Joint Will

Protect your estate and distribution of your assets according your wishes and or that of your partner















Family Protection Trust

Ensure the assets you are leaving will be looked after properly and cost effectively when you are gone















Living Will

In the event you can’t communicate a Living Will stipulates how you want to be cared for and looked after














Let's Get Started













Experienced Will Writing Agents You Can Trust

We work with professional and experienced Will writers around the country to provide you with the best local service possible. When dealing with sensitive and important matters particularly when it involves family you want to know you are in safe hands. 












PLANS






FAMILIES HELPED









Agents



Free Consultation
Not sure what you need or which is the best Will for you and your family?



Start Here
























We’ve Got You Covered

We only work with Will Writers who are experienced and know the right questions to ask in order to create a Will for you which will ensure your family is taken care of in the best possible way. They will look after all the paperwork for you and guide you through the process. Having written many Wills you can be assured they will be able to relieve any stress and answer any questions you may have regarding your estate, life planning or lasting power of attorney.




LeT's Get Started











Making a will FAQs











Should I have a will professionally written?

Having a will can save your family from many headaches and complications, and can ensure that your wishes are carried out when you die. Many people don’t have wills, and this can cause family conflict and a potential inheritance tax bill. A professionally written will can help you avoid these complications and ensure that your wishes are carried out.



What about a Free Will Writing Service?

Some solicitors offer free will writing services, but others charge a percentage of the value of the estate, or charge a fee for their time. Whether you opt for a free will or one that costs a little more money, make sure to ask about all details and any charges further down the line so you are not surprised by any payment. Quite often a free will can end up with you paying more in the long run.




Is a Free Will from a template legal?

Yes it is legal to use an online tool or template to draft your will providing you follow all the correct guidelines, we would strongly you advise that you get legal help though and do not rely on the free service alone as any mistakes may not be picked up. If this were the case it could be a very costly error.

Using a Will writing service to draft your Will is a convenient option. However, you should check that the service follows the relevant laws and regulations for your state. You may also wish to use a lawyer to review your Will.




Should my will also include all my children?

When you make a Will, you need to ensure that you make provisions for minor children. You may want to include a guardian for your children, or you may want to name them as executors of your Will. You should also make sure that you list your heirs and their circumstances. Always make sure all rules and regulations are followed.




What if I get married, do I need to update my will?

As life changes, so does your Will. You may have added new family members or acquired more assets. These changes will affect how you distribute your estate.

If you are serious about making sure your loved ones are taken care of, you should review your Will at least once every two years. You should also make sure that you review it after any major life change, including remarriage, divorce, purchase of property, change of address, significant asset changes or the birth of a child.




What is an executor of a will?

An executor is someone who is responsible for executing, or following through on, an assigned task or duty. Often a close friend is chosen as a will executor but you take legal advice if you are thinking of doing this. When signing the will you will need a witness and the whole process needs to be completed properly and within the law otherwise your drafted will is not legally binding.




What are intestacy rules?

Intestate or intestacy is when someone dies without a will and this means the decisions regarding the estate are taken out of the hands of the family and are taken by the authorities according to the current law. You should avoid being intestate at all costs.




Will my inheritance be affected if I use an online website as opposed to a professional will writer?

We would always advise you to use a qualified and professional will writer or will writing service. If you prefer you can shoose a solicitor. It is possible for you to have just as good a will from template online as with a professionally written one however it is highly unlikely and very risky. Inheritance and inheritance tax are very complicated areas. We would definitely not take the chance and would absolutely use a professional to draft the will.




Can I donate to charity in my Will?

Yes you can decide to more or less what you want in your will including donating a gift to charity to continue your fundraising. As always, we would advise to seek legal help in the drafting of your will.




What does probate mean?

An executor is someone who is named in the will as responsible for dealing with the estate. An executor may have to apply for a special legal authority before they can deal with the estate. This is called probate. You want to avoid going through probate as this can affect your finances and could take a long time to resolve.




Do I have to be in employment to make a will?

No, you don’t need a job or to be in business to be able to draft a will. Being part of the corporate sector is absolutely not a requirement.




Who has the responsibility to keep the will?

You are entirely responsible for keeping you will safe. There are services where you can store your document but ultimately the legal liability is yours. If you do choose to use one of the online will document storage facilities they provide you with full technical support to aid you.




If my partner commits adultery does this affect the will?

This is a question for your lawyer to answer, it depends on so many factors relating to the policy or will. Marriage, divorce, death, terminal illness are all things to consider. If your spouse is named then you should definitely seek legal advice.




Drafted wills for the UK compared to Europe and the US

When deciding to draft your will in the United Kingdom or Northern Ireland you should seek legal advice regarding the validity for Europe and USA especially if you have some inheritance. We strongly advise you to seek professional help with international law.




Can the cost of my funeral be covered by my will?

Yes it can, however, you should seek advice on this due to the length of time it may take to execute your will as the funeral payment is likely to be needed before the will has been executed. If you really want to make sure your funeral is covered then perhaps looking at a funeral care plan is a better option as it is better to be dealing with these issues before your death rather than expecting family members to try and pick up the pieces afterwards.




Can I draft and sign a will from the hospital or hospice?

Yes you can, we would strongly advise you to make a will before this happens though. Making a will is not something to put off as so many times people leave it too late and then they are too sick to be able to deal with it properly. Leaving a will until you are seriously ill is not something we would advise.




Is it is easy for my family to make a claim on my will?

If everything has been well prepared and is in order then it should be a case of making a telephone call or writing an email to begin the claim process. The more organised you are and better prepared then easier, quicker and cheaper the whole process becomes.




Do all beneficiaries get notified?

If the will is up to date and contains all the correct information then the beneficiary will be notified, it there are several beneficiaries then they will all be notified.

















Our Customers












“One of the questions I often asked myself was ‘Do I really need a Will?’ and after a few minutes with Richard he really opened my eyes. Since the process was actually a lot easier than I thought and the benefits it gave me and my family I was kicking myself for not creating a will sooner. Peace of mind is a wonderful thing.”










“A joint will is the best thing we ever did as a young couple. There are some tricky times we have had to endure in our lif so far and when my partner was seriously ill the last thing I wanted to be doing was asking her about how to divide up the house between the family and in-laws.”







“I was going to go to my solicitor having just moved house, I hadnt thought of going direct to a Will writing service. Glad I did now as the level of detail and possible issues which I have now avoided have really made a difference to my family.”















Put You & Your Family in Good Hands







Get Started
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